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MIFAC-MÉTAL
OBJECTIVES
Methodology to study and analyse the microstructures and corrosion forms of
ancient and historic metals : application to metallographic samples from Swiss
collections.
PROGRAM
The conservation of ancient and historic metal artefacts requires a detailed
understanding of both their composition and alteration.
Based on this knowledge, preventive conservation strategies and curative
treatments can be developed to stabilise active corrosion processes, while
preserving all relevant information. The invasive and/or destructive character of
metallography, as well as some associated chemical analyses, is the main factor
which limits their use for cultural heritage artefacts.
Nevertheless, over the years, a great number of archaeological and historic metal
objects have been sampled. These studies cover all pre-industrial metal families
(Fe, Cu, Ag, Au, Pb and Sn). Unfortunately this data rarely contains information
on corrosion forms and the nature of the corrosion products.
In the MIFAC-Métal project, 32 previously studied samples from Swiss collections
were selected and their microstructure and corrosion crust re-analyzed with a
standardized protocol.
RESULTS
The results are presented in a comprehensive catalogue and illustrated with
images of the artefacts, the sampled sections, their microstructure and
elementary mapping of selected areas, highlighting the most important
information from the material examined. The resulting catalogue (or “atlas”) of
case studies is to be increased in the coming years and will become a useful
tool for archaeometallurgists, corrosion scientists and conservators to better
understand corrosion mechanisms, but also to approach the analysis of metals
in a more consequent and methodological way.
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- Final report
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